Herman Miller introduces Layout Studio
AN ADAPTIVE FURNITURE SYSTEM FOR THE GLOBE.

Design features include:

Layout Studio offers an adaptive system that gives you more
from any office space. Created and developed by Herman
Miller’s international Research and Development team, Layout
Studio’s design is informed by research conducted in across the
globe. This provided new insight to the rapidly growing need for
offices to be more flexible and provide furniture that nurtures
all manner of possibilities. Layout Studio provides solutions for
offices of every size, from established global organisations to
small forward thinking start-ups.

—	Constant core components with a wide range of materials
and finishes to ensure versatility.
—	Hidden intelligence. Each angle, corner, weld and finish is
carefully considered, creating products that feature crisp
lines, simple forms and beautiful aesthetics .
—	Three leg styles. Engage (53mm triangle with shared understructure), Engage+ (height adjustable, 53mm triangle,
610mm to 850mm) and Core leg, with which the whole
system is individually height adjustable.

Exceptional design is at the heart of every Herman Miller
product and Layout Studio is no exception. It marries form with
function, and is available in 14 different surface finishes and a
huge range of fabrics.

—	Twin beam design. Provides an absolutely stable understructure from which all screens, monitor arms and wire
management can be supported.
—	Screens. A range of options including desk up, modesty and
floorstanding in a range of materials and finishes.
—	Workwall, credenzas and an extensive programme of meeting
tables within the portfolio.
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LAYOUT STUDIO: AN ADAPTIVE FURNITURE SYSTEM FOR THE GLOBE.
About Herman Miller

Layout Studio embodies Herman Miller’s attention to detail.
Each element is rigorously designed, be it a wire management
tray, a leg frame or a desk surface. Every part of the product’s
design is dealt with in the same manner, an approach that
means compromise is not accepted.

Herman Miller works for a better world around you—with
inspiring designs, inventive technologies and strategic services
that help people do great things and organisations to perform
at their best, improving the human experience wherever people
work, heal, learn, and live. Its award-winning products and
services generated more than $1.7 billion in revenue in fiscal
2012. Innovative business practices and a commitment to social
responsibility have also helped establish Herman Miller as a
recognised global company. A past recipient of the Smithsonian
Institution’s Cooper-Hewitt “National Design Award,” in 2012,
Herman Miller again received the Human Rights Campaign
Foundation’s top rating in its annual Corporate Equality Index
and was named among the 50 Best U.S. Manufacturers by
Industry Week. Herman Miller is included in the Dow Jones
Sustainability World Index and trades on the NASDAQ Global
Select Market under the symbol MLHR.

Layout Studio adapts to changes in technological, social and
working trends throughout the world. Layout Studio gives
Herman Miller a new platform with which to demonstrate
its understanding of the changing needs of the modern
workspace. It can facilitate personal one-to-one meetings
and larger scale team conferences, provide creative space for
brainstorming, and accommodate any individual working style.
Herman Miller is committed to sustainable business practices.
Layout Studio uses materials that can be sourced locally, so the
manufacturing process can take place near the final destination
to reduce shipping and environmental impact. At the end of
the product’s life, disassembly is easy, allowing for quick and
effective re-use, refurbishment or recycling.

Visit www.hermanmiller.com.au for more information about
Layout Studio or any Herman Miller product.
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